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In the first volume I argued that miracles did not
in fact happen, and most of the orthodox criticism
has fastened on that point. But as yet no critic has
grappled with the major point that I raised, which
was this. Even if miracles did happen in fact could
they afford evidence to prove the teaching of those
who worked them? Can the ultimate problems of life
be resolved by anything which happens in the world
of phenomena? This question can be answered by
taking an instance—the moral sense. In men is an
instinct which tells them that the difference in acting
this way or that is of infinite importance. So strong is
this instinct with many that they choose to obey it,
even when doing so means torture and death to them-
selves. Men have even done so when they believed
that death was the end of existence itself. Now is or
is not this instinct valid? Is it based on the truth, or is
it an illusion? That is, I submit, the supreme enigma,
the ultimate question, which each must in some way
or other answer for himself. But can we find the
answer in anything which could happen in the world
of events? Can anyone picture and describe an event
supernatural or natural which would settle that
question once for all and place it for ever beyond
dispute? If God himself should appear every day to
all men and affirm the infinite difference of right
from wrong, we should soon be disputing whether it
was really God who appeared, and whether God
existed at all. We should find men who doubted, and
rightly doubted, the evidence of their senses, who
found in their minds something which questioned
that evidence as final. And the same thing would
happen if one rose from the dead to warn us that the
consequence of acts to ourselves was not ended with
life on this earth.
And he said, I pray thec, therefore, father, that thou
wouldest send him to my father's house; for I have five
brethren; that he may testify unto them, lest they also come

